
  



    



    

RIP & TEAR

Be expressive 
with slashed jersey.

BOLD DETAILS 

Use oversized closures and
trims.

FAUX LAYERING

Mix fabrics weights 
for layered effects.

URBAN INFUSION 

Look to the streets for
graphic inspiration.

ACTIVE LAYERS 

Use mesh and semi-sheer
fabrics for a sporty feel.



    



    



    

BOLD BLOCKS: Use a range of vibrant hues for graphic color blocking effects. 

RETRO SPORTS: Reference vintage cycling jerseys for bold fonts and stripes.



    

DRAWINGS & DOODLES: Use sketchbooks with detailed illustrations and comic-book drawings for an

urban fantasy feel. Fine lines, collaged motifs and random color placements will produce energetic

compositions. Combine pink and blue with black for fresh graphics.



    

RIP IT UP: Play with slashes and tears to create sheer patterns on matte jersey. 

VISUAL MIX: Layer ripped panels over plain or produce prints with slashed motifs.



    

GRAPHIC LAYERS: Reinvent classic tees with faux tank top layers. 

SHEER FOCUS: Play with patterns and color effects with varieties of mesh over jersey.



    

STREET SCENE: Investigate street signage and graffiti for blocky graphics. Clear-cut fonts will draw

attention, replicating urban visuals worldwide. Use stenciled letters and pop colors for bold statement

tees.



    

DOUBLE TOPS: Mix long sleeves and hoods to create faux layering effects. 

MATERIAL MIX: Combine thermal fabrics with jersey, playing with textures and contrast colors.



    

TWO LAYERS: Mix ribbed and hooded necklines as an update to standard sweatshirts. 

GRAFFITI GRAPHICS: Combine printed panels with oversized trims for a distinctly urban feel.



    

COOL STREETS: Reinvent classic bomber shapes in fleece as a seasonal outer layer. 

WASHED & WORN: Soften fleece fabrications with stone washing treatments.



    

URBAN HYBRID: Create fleece jackets with tailored details as an updated outer shape. 

ACTIVE FABRICS: Use mesh lining and printed trims for a sporty finish.



    

RETRO SPORTS: Reference 80s classics with short-sleeved stove-neck sweaters. 

LINEAR FOCUS: Use burnout techniques to create fine transparent stripes.



    

NEW HENLEY: Reinvent classic tees with asymmetrical closures and industrial metal buttons. 

SHEER & LIGHT: Create an airy feel with active mesh materials.



    

LADDERED KNITS: Purposely create runs for a slashed and ripped look. 

POP COLORS: Reference graffiti with a bold palette of orange, green, pink and blue.



  

DENSE & SHEER: Play with translucence for layered tops in tonal hues. 

STITCH CONTRAST: Combine open crochet knits with fine ribbing for textural play.


